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by Priya Mulji
A good book can transport readers into a different world and
make them feel like they are
part of the environment the
characters find themselves in.
Eastern Eye decided to take a whirlwind trip around the world with 18 interesting books set in a number of different locations offering fascinating
stories, memorable people and vivid
pictures of various countries.

Around the world
travel the
globe with
in 18 books their tales
Reading Lolita by
Azar Nafisi:
Tehran (Iran)
The real-life story
of a woman who
returns to Iran
during the Revolution (1978-1981)
and lives there until her departure in
1997 is a best-seller that has been
translated into 32 languages. Apart
from looking at the political upheaval
in the country and restrictions on
women, the novel also reveals the impact a simple thing like a book club
has on the lives of a group of students.

Beauty by Raphael Selbourne: Wolverhampton (England)
The 2009 winner of the Costa Debut
Book award is a Wolverhampton-set
story about a 20-year-old Bangladeshi
girl named Beauty. She angers her
family by fleeing an abusive arranged
marriage to a 45-year-old mullah in
Bangladesh and returning to England.
After being beaten by her brothers,
Beauty is forced to run away again and
finds an unlikely saviour in an ex-convict named Mark. Despite being gripping and tense, the book has plenty of
light moments and is a story of hope.

A Bend in the River by VS Naipaul: An
un-named Central African country
The critically acclaimed novel revolves
around an Indian Muslim man who
leaves his home on the coast to open a
trading shop in an unnamed town on
the bend in the great Congo river. Historical upheaval, struggle and social
breakdown are narrated in an imaginative way in a novel that has an array
of colourful characters going on their
own personal journeys.
Shakti by Alleyn
Diesel: South Africa
A collection of stories recording the
lives of Indian
women from Hindu, Muslim and
Christian backgrounds living in
the same area of
South Africa. The
characters include
wives, teachers, political activists, professionals and religious leaders. Just
like the powerful title, the stories reflect the strength, determination and
pride of each woman in adversity.

French Lover by Taslima Nasreen:
Paris (France)
A young Bengali woman from Kolkata
moves to Paris after her wedding.
Bored, stifled and frustrated in a loveless marriage where she is nothing
more than a housemaid and a sex object, she embarks on an affair with a
handsome Frenchman. The bold and
forward-thinking book takes you into
the mind of a woman seeking to find
her identity and sexual liberation in a
country far away from home.
The Enchantress
of Florence by Salman Rushdie:
Florence (Italy)
A historical epic
that crosses continents has its heart
in Italy and revolves
around a stranger
who arrives at the
court of Mughal
emperor Akbar,
claiming to be a long-lost relative born
to an exiled Indian princess and an
Italian from Florence. The book paints
a vivid picture of a bygone era and offers a unique story about a woman attempting to master her own destiny.

The Prisoner Of Paradise by Romesh
Gunesekera: Mauritius
Today Mauritius is known as a popular
holiday resort, but what was life there
like in 1835? The fascinating novel
from the Sri Lanka-born British writer
charts the journey of a young girl in a
place full of contradictions, where
idyllic surroundings, passions and
finding love are balanced out by the
restrictions of colonial society, the
threat of war and slavery.

Half Life by Roopa Farooki: Singapore
A woman fleeing a painful past boards
a plane from London to Singapore to
reconnect with a friend and lover she
left behind. She soon discovers that
running away is easy, but coming home
to make peace is very hard. The novel
of love, conflict, friendship and sacrifice also touches down in Malaysia.

Q&A by Vikas Swarup: Mumbai (India)
The best-selling book that inspired
Oscar-winning movie Slumdog Millionaire is a Mumbai-set tale of a
young man who is arrested after answering all the questions correctly on
a quiz show and how he explains the
answers through stories from his
childhood in the slums to his time
growing up. Entertaining, inspiring
and at times heartbreaking, this has a
lot more detail than the Danny Boyledirected movie.

The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini:
Kabul (Afghanistan)
The powerful tale tells the story of a
friendship between two boys from different social backgrounds and how
their lives take very different paths
during a time of violent rule by the
Taliban. Heartbreaking and touching
at the same time, Hosseini’s critically
acclaimed debut novel was adapted
into a film in 2007.
An honourable mention also goes to
Hosseini’s book A Thousand Splendid
Suns, which too is set in Afghanistan.
Broken Verses by
Kamila Shamsie:
Karachi (Pakistan)
Set over three decades and against
the backdrop of
political upheaval
in Pakistan, the
story revolves
around a woman
who starts to uncover the mystery
of her mother’s disappearance after
discovering a series of letters. Apart
from exploring the relationship between a mother and a daughter, the
book also looks at how Pakistan is
changing as a country and society.
The God Of Small Things by Arundhati Roy: Kerala (India)
The award-winning novel about fraternal twins is
about childhood
experiences and
the destructive effect of made-up
‘love’ laws. The
beautifully written
story offers memorable characters
and vivid descriptions of the situations they are in.
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Life of Pi by Yann Martel: Pondicherry and then the Pacific Ocean
An Indian boy from Pondicherry is
shipwrecked and survives 227 days
stranded on a boat in the Pacific
Ocean with a Bengal tiger, hyena, zebra and orangutan. This clever tale
won the Man Booker Prize for fiction
in 2002. A film adaption starring Tabu,
Gerard Depardieu and Irrfan Khan, is
due to be released in December.
Brixton Beach by
Roma Tearne: Sri
Lanka
Although the book
is set in the aftermath of the 2005
London bombings,
the root of the story is in Sri Lanka
30 years before
that. The story
cleverly connects a
medic looking for something in the
chaos of the bombings to a little girl
living in Sri Lanka on the brink of a
bloody civil war.

The Mystic Masseur by VS Naipaul: Trinidad
A struggling writer
of Indian descent
rises to prominence off the back
of a dubious talent
of being a ‘mystic’
masseur and eventually becomes a
politician. The
critically acclaimed novel was adapted
into a movie by Ismail Merchant in 2001.
The Reluctant
Fundamentalist by Moh
sin Hamid:
New York
(America)
A mysterious
looking Pakistani sat in a
Lahore cafe
narrates a
story to an
uneasy
stranger
about his love
affair with an American woman during his time in New York and eventual
abandonment of the country. The political yet romantic novel was shortlisted for the Booker prize in 2007 and a
big-screen adaptation directed by Mira Nair is on the way.
The Golden
Gate by
Vikram Seth:
San Francisco
(America)
Long before
the brilliant
author delighted the
world with A
Suitable Boy,
he offered up
this cleverly
written novel
told entirely in
verse. The
1980s-set story, which follows the lives
of a group of yuppies in San Francisco,
will delight those who love poetry.
Skeena by
Fauzia
Rafique:
Canada
Set over 30
years, the
book tells the
story of a Canadian-Muslim woman’s
journey
through life
and her constantlychanging environments, religious and cultural influences, and intimate relationships.
The author writes with simplicity and
expresses realities of the modern
world in a gripping fashion.

